Energy Lending
Transactions

Overview
Lending to district energy and other independent power projects requires
legal and negotiating skills in a variety of disciplines. With respect to the
energy considerations, the power purchase and fuel contracts are
important components of the lender’s collateral package, and therefore a
thorough understanding of the implications of their provisions is essential.
There also are important regulatory issues, such as whether the provider is
considered to be a utility, and whether the lender will need regulatory
consent in order to dispose of or operate the facility it is financing.
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Establishment of the central plant and distribution system by the
developer will involve real estate elements such as leases, purchase
agreements and easements or licenses, as well as land use, zoning,
access and service issues. Environmental law considerations also have
application. Development of the central plant and the distribution system
will require understanding of complicated construction documents, surety
bonds, performance guarantees and vendor agreements pertaining to
critical equipment.
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The developer’s construction financing not only must be integrated with
the developer’s permanent financing, but it also must be coordinated with
the sponsor’s facility financing, necessitating experience with complex
intercreditor relationships. The sponsor may be a governmental or quasigovernmental authority, and so experience with issues involving contracts
with public bodies (including procedural requirements which affect
timetables and tax issues) may be involved. Tax credits and other tax
considerations are also frequently part of the financing aspects of such
projects.
Our team of attorneys experienced in energy project financing is unusual
because it is comprised of attorneys who individually are deeply
experienced in all of these disciplines. Therefore, our team is able to offer
more efficient, integrated and expedient services in these complex
transactions.

Speaking Engagements
Investment Opportunities in Green Energy, Video Webcast Co-Sponsored
by Cohn Reznick, Dykema and DelMorgan & Co.
January 2015
Energy—Michigan's New Era, State Bar of Michigan and Institute for
Continuing Legal Education's Homeward Bound Series
November 6, 2014
How Green Is My Rooftop? Issues Relating to Renewable Energy Projects
for Retail, International Council of Shopping Centers, U.S. Shopping
Center Law Conference Roundtable, San Diego, California
October 2013
Crowdfunding and the IPO On-Ramp
June 5, 2012 (Los Angeles-area)
Crowdfunding and the IPO On-Ramp
May 23, 2012 (Detroit) and May 24, 2012 (Chicago)
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Green Energy Meets Real Estate, Panelist, USC Marshall School of Business
April 2012
Opportunities in Green Energy, Panelist, Dartmouth Entrepreneurial Network
March 2012
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